
KEMPINSKI HOTEL 
83471 BERCHTESGADEN 
 

                 test result from 16.10.2021 

 
  

sleeping environment and bed rating 
 

tested hotel room Room number 305, mountain view 
  

overall assessment my overall impression of the sleep quality in the hotel room 
was very good, I can recommend it. 
 
 

room temperature 
air conditioning available  

 
yes, 
my visit to this hotel was in October. The air conditioning 
worked perfectly. The desired room temperature is 
established in automatic mode. It is possible to open the 
windows of the room completely, which is always very 
helpful for ventilation or cooling. As there are two large 
floor-to-ceiling casement windows, you can quickly achieve 
good room ventilation 

silence in the room - soundproofing  
noise of mini-bar fridge 

 = noises more or less absent   
the mini bar fridge was acoustically barely audible 
not annoying. The cooling noise increased a bit in the 
morning around 7 a.m., but hardly annoying. 

air conditioning noises 

 = noises more or less absent   
noises from the air conditioning system and thus the 
cooling system in the background are only faintly audible in 
automatic mode, otherwise switch the ventilation back to 
level I. 

soundproofing regarding street noise, 
television, noises from neighboring rooms 
etc. 

 = noises more or less absent 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
the soundproofing of the room is good. Noises from the 
neighboring room were not audible during my stay. The 
secluded location of the hotel is almost a guarantee for 
relaxation and tranquility.  

possibility of darkening the room  
darkening Quality 

= the room can be almost   
                       completely darkened 

 
the hotel room can be darkened by a blackout curtain, so 
you can sleep in the room during the day. The curtain 
darkens very well, it is not completely dark. 
  



mattress properties  
mattress firmness felt medium to firm mattress, due to 2 softer cushions 

(toppers), which you can order through the reception, the 
mattress was softer. Fortunately, we did not have a 
continuous duvet, as you often find it on double beds in 
hotels, but 2 single duvets. 
The king size bed is 200 meters long and 180 cm wide. 
Housekeeping gives you a wedge pillow that you can slide 
under the mattress. This allows you to elevate your head or 
feet. 

there is an opportunity for improvement 
with a topper (this makes the mattress a little 

softer) 

yes  

pillows  
pillow menu yes, you were asked for your dream pillow by e-mail before 

your arrival.  
what types of pillows? I have ordered additional types of pillows for trial via the 

pillow program. In addition to 3 different neck support 
pillows of different hardness, there is a flat horsehair 
pillow, a neck roll and a clover pillow. 
There were already 2 feather / down pillows in the size 
70x90 and 70x40 on the bed. Mixing ratio 70 percent 
feathers and 30 percent down. The relatively high 
proportion of feathers gives the pillow greater support 
compared to a pillow with a high proportion of down. 

 


